P&C Insurers Encounter Digital Growing Pains amid Large Scale Disruption, J.D. Power Finds

Amica Mutual and The Hartford Rank Highest in a Tie in Property Claims Satisfaction

TROY, Mich.: 28 Feb. 2022 — A crippling combination of near-record high catastrophic losses, massive supply chain disruptions and ongoing workforce challenges conspired to make the past year an incredibly tough one for property and casualty (P&C) insurers. According to the J.D. Power 2022 U.S. Property Claims Satisfaction Study, slow cycle times and growing pains associated with transitioning to digital servicing channels caused overall satisfaction scores to decline to a five-year low.

“Insurers really struggled last year, partly due to circumstances beyond their control,” said Mark Garrett, director, insurance intelligence at J.D. Power. “Longer cycle times, material shortages and personnel availability put added pressure on insurers to keep customers informed and expectations managed. Digital tools were a pivotal part of the process as customers increasingly turned to digital channels by submitting photos to assist in the estimation process and were far more willing to use the tools for status updates. Unfortunately, these digital tools are not always meeting expectations, resulting in support staff needing to get involved. That disconnect creates a major drag on customer satisfaction.”

Following are some key findings of the 2022 study:

- **Overall satisfaction declines industry-wide:** Overall customer satisfaction with homeowner insurance property claims falls to a five-year low of 871 (on a 1,000-point scale) as nearly every insurer’s scores were dragged down by slower cycle times, more complicated claims processes and communications challenges. On average, it took 17.8 days for claimants to have their repairs completed this year, up 2.9 days from a year ago.

- **Digital claims show huge promise, but most claimants not fully using available tools:** This year marks the first time a digital channel—email—overtook phone calls to and from the insurer as the most frequently used communication method. Furthermore, mobile apps had the largest increase in usage—+19 percentage points—from a year ago. However, despite these large increases, only 11% of customers fully utilize digital channels for all major steps of the claim process: digital FNOL (first notice of loss) plus digital estimation (submitting photos used for the estimate) and mobile apps or web channels for status updates. Those customers who used digital tools throughout the claim process saw their repairs get started nine days sooner, and overall satisfaction scores among such customers is 33 points higher than among customers who used no digital tools in the claims process.

- **Many customers find themselves in hybrid digital limbo:** While customers who have adopted fully digital channels experience shorter cycle times—and among whom overall satisfaction is higher, the opposite is true for those who have a partial digital/offline customer experience. Satisfaction scores are 47 points lower when customers submit photos but still need to arrange for an in-person inspection. Not only does this slow down the process, but those customers are more likely to say the process was more complicated than expected and that they experienced more process touch points.
Study Ranking

Amica Mutual and The Hartford rank highest in a tie in property insurance claims experience, each with a score of 886. Farmers (884) ranks third.

The U.S. Property Claims Satisfaction Study measures satisfaction with the property claims experience among insurance customers who have filed a claim for damages by examining five factors (listed in order of importance): settlement; claim servicing; FNOL; estimation process; and repair process. The study is based on responses from 5,724 homeowner insurance customers who filed a claim within the previous nine months. The study was fielded from April through December 2021.


To view the online press release, please visit http://www.jdpower.com/pr-id/2022013.
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NOTE: One chart follows.
Overall Customer Satisfaction Index Ranking
(Based on a 1,000-point scale)

- Amica Mutual: 886
- The Hartford: 886
- Farmers: 884
- Erie Insurance: 882
- Nationwide: 878
- Liberty Mutual: 876
- State Farm: 876
- ASI Progressive: 874
- Industry Average: 871
- Allstate: 870
- American Family: 868
- Chubb: 862
- Homesite: 859
- Automobile Club of Southern California (AAA): 855
- Travelers: 852
- CSAA Insurance Group (AAA): 845
- AIG: 844
- Safeco: 841
- USAA^: 893

Note: ^Brand is not rank eligible because it does not meet study award criteria.

Source: J.D. Power 2022 U.S. Property Claims Satisfaction StudySM
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